Overland Park Convention Center
Overland Park, KS
Serving the Greater Kansas City area:
Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Nebraska,
Iowa, Arkansas, Colorado….
and beyond
Sponsored by Bentley Systems

Community
(noun) - A group of people who live in the same area (such as a city, town, or neighborhood) : a group of people
who have the same interests, religion, race, etc.

Welcome to Mid-America CADD COMMUNITY 2014. A few years back when we voted to rename our
organization, we called ourselves a community. At the time, it seemed a fitting title for us: a group of
people living in a common area, with similar interests.
What does it take for a community to prosper? Think about the community you live in. Yes, there is a
governing body that hopefully maintains law and order. On a greater level, it takes many people caring
about each other’s common interests. Our communities have teachers educating our children, countless
volunteers on park boards, city councils, coaching youth sports and cleaning up streets. Finally, at the
individual level, each member maintains their home and are responsible community members. When
everyone does their part, the end result is a wonderful place you can be proud to call a community.
Mid-America CADD Community is no different. For the past five years, our community has become more
and more challenging. A glaring example is this year’s agenda: we have the fewest number of companies presenting sessions in our history. A major advantage of a community like ours is our ability to come
together and learn from each other. While some of us compete for work, we can still come together and
learn from each other.
For MACC to continue in its present form, we need each of your companies and each of you to contribute
to our community. Just like our communities where we live, there are multiple levels and time commitments available. I challenge you to start by being more social and vocal at events. Grow into presenting
a session; when you are ready, volunteer for a term on the committee. At a minimum, contribute to surveys and inquiries about what you and your organization struggle with during day to day operations.
If we all chip in and do our part, MACC will grow to be better than ever. If we don’t, we as a community
will struggle. Take time during the next few days to learn but also take a few minutes to look around and
see what you can do for our community. Speaking at a professional organization to your peers is one of
the greatest things you can do for your career. Speaking also makes your company look great as well!
Let’s make sure COMMUNITY was the proper name for our organization.
Thanks and have a great conference.

Nathan Good
Nathan Good - Chairperson, MACC …...and the whole committee
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Layout of Conference Sessions
Registration by the Entrance
Workshop in Rooms 6 ,7 and Executive Conference Room
Sessions in Rooms 1,2, 3,4,5

Lunch will be held in Ballroom A2 upstairs from the main conference area

Registration Costs: $130 / day per attendee
Registration Includes: Attendance to all sessions and Keynote —
Breakfast—Lunch—Snacks—Registration Packs—Evening Event (optional)

Workshop Costs: included! 30 seats per workshop.
8 & 9 for more info.
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MicroStation - Day 1 — Room 1
Consistent Drawing Production with Annotation Scale .......................................................... 9:30—10:30
Presented by John Frampton, Bentley Systems
Annotation Scale is a powerful tool that can make a big difference in the quality and quantity of your plans. Look into the areas where it can be applied and what it
takes to get it set up and deployed in your environment.
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Mastering Element Templates ................................................................................................... 10:45—11:45
Presented by David Haskin, Burns & McDonnell
In this session we will explore how to use DGNLIB’s to help control CADD standards. Topics covered will include setting up both task based interfaces as well as
element templates. We will also discuss how to control these files from an enterprise level.
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Bridging the Gap between Design and Spatial Data .................................................................. 1:00—2:00
Presented by Jack Riley, Burns & McDonnell
Have you ever tried referencing in a dgn/dwg or a raster image just to have it come in way out in space? If so, this is the session for you. In this session users will
learn how to work with geospatial data within MicroStation and Bentley Map. We will explore how to re-project vector and raster data as well as dynamically label
elements using the GIS attributes.
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Clash Detection ............................................................................................................................... 2:15—3:15
Presented by Paul Wagner, Bentley Systems
Clash Detection utilizing AECOsim Building Designer and Bentley Navigator are demonstrated

.

Knowledge Level: All Levels

Project Explorer .............................................................................................................................. 3:30—4:30
Presented by John Frampton, Bentley Systems
Learn how to manage project data from within MicroStation. Create links not only to dgn models, but to saved views, references, and supporting documentation
stored in Office files as well as other formats
Knowledge Level: All Levels

MicroStation - Day 2 — Room 1
Interoperability .............................................................................................................................8:15 — 9:15
Presented by Darrin Dickerson, Burns & McDonnell
Managing engineering content across large projects and multiple firms can be and extraordinary task. Throw in managing multiple formats and it can become
completely overwhelming. MicroStation has many powerful tools to help manage DWG content all within the native MicroStation environment. This session will
discuss and demonstrate the powerful ability to manage multiple CADD formats all within one environment
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Merge your rendered Model with Site Photos ..........................................................................9:30 — 10:30
Presented by Jim Smith, Burns & McDonnell
One of the biggest rendering challenges is overlaying a new design on an existing photo of a site. In this session, learn the easy steps to leverage MicroStation’s
lifelike rendering capabilities and photo matching tools to seamlessly blend the model and ground based or aerial photography to produce clear and compelling
communication of design intent.
Knowledge Level: Intermediate knowledge of MicroStation

MicroStation TIPniques .......................................................................................................... 10:45 — 11:45
Presented by Jeanne Aarhus, Aarhus Associates
This session is an assortment of time saving tips and tricks that can be used to increase your productivity using several recent versions. Some of MicroStation’s
most precious features - and time-savers - are either buried in the documentation or have been lost in the upgrade shuffle. Attend this session if you are too busy
“working” to spend time digging through all the “New” and “Old” documentation and on-line information. If you attended this session last year; this is an all NEW
assortment of tips from those discussed last year!
Knowledge Level: All Levels

MicroStation, Descartes, and Pointools ....................................................................................1:00 — 2:00
Presented by Dave Mayer, Bentley Systems
So you have a point cloud. Now what? In this lecture see how you can leverage three Bentley products to get the most out of your point cloud data.
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Platform Roundtable .....................................................................................................................2:15 — 3:15
Presented by a panel
Anything goes! Ask any and all questions, be it about current workflows or future comings. The panel will do their best to answer.
Knowledge Level: All Levels
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Civil Site — Day 1 — Room 2
Using LiDAR in Rail Design ........................................................................................................ 9:30—10:30
Presented by Kevin Jackson, Bentley Systems
This presentation will got through a workflow on how to use LiDAR data in Rail Design. Come see how to extract terrain, geometry, check clearances, and more
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Best Practice: Civil Cells ............................................................................................................ 10:45—11:45
Presented by Chuck Lawson, Bentley Systems
This best practice session introduces Civil Cell technology, the methodology and addresses some commonly asked questions on their usage. This session intends
to provide something for the novice user through the expert user.
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Best Practice: Sharing the Civil Model ........................................................................................ 1:00—2:00
Presented by Bob Rolle, Bentley Systems
This presentation explores best practices for sharing the civil model. Information mobility is paramount in most projects and the ability to easily share the civil model
with other disciplines for integration with their design, produce machine control output for construction, or share models to review in Google Earth is vital. (This
presentation is presented twice at the conference.)
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Missouri DOT SELECT Series 3 Update ....................................................................................... 2:15—3:15
Presented by Ashley Reinkemeyer, Bill Politte, Brad McCloud and Chad Green, Missouri Department of Transportation
This session will be a panel presentation focusing on an update on MoDOT’s SS3 implementation. Topics will include schedule, available training, workspace and
process changes in survey and road, our plans for visualization, as well as an “ask the expert session” (ProjectWise, GEOPAK, Survey, etc.).
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Best Practice: Creating Terrain Models from Point Clouds ...................................................... 3:30—4:30
Presented by Dave Hoerner, Bentley Systems
This presentation provides best practices to filter point cloud data using Descartes to create intelligent and efficient OpenRoads Terrain Models. Terrain Models
created from point cloud data in this manner will be much more useful to your projects.
Knowledge Level: All Levels

Civil Site — Day 2 — Room 2
Best Practice: Corridor Modeling .................................................................................................. 8:15—9:15
Presented by Kevin Jackson, Bentley Systems
This presentation will cover the best practices used when setting up and creating corridors. Learn how to setup corridor efficiently, modify corridor, and control
corridor and how to use civil cells within a corridor.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Rail Design Overview ................................................................................................................... 9:30—10:30
Presented by Kevin Jackson, Bentley Systems
This presentation will cover Bentley’s Rail Design solutions and how they are used today all over the world. Bentley’s Rail Track product offers the best tools for
creating and editing rail geometry and designs.
Knowledge Level: All Users

The Power Of Civil Cells ............................................................................................................. 10:45—11:45
Presented by Jason Harkless, Parsons
Do you ever find yourself doing multiple steps over and over again? Usually in such a case, you would consider recording a macro to try to automate these steps
for you, saving you time with efficiency. But how do we possibly do that with our civil design? Now using Bentley OpenRoads technology, creating a Civil Cell is
exactly just that- recording a macro with civil design intent. Come see how you can start with simple tasks and progress to extremely advanced design intent that
can be reproduced over and over again. Come watch an entire road, complete with intersections and an overpass bridge, be modeled with a few clicks of a button.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Setting Up SELECTSeries 3 Civil Workspaces ............................................................................ 1:00—2:00
Presented by Chuck Lawson, Bentley Systems
This session will introduce the user to the Bentley-Civil Examples delivered Workspace and demonstrate proven techniques to customize the workspace for your
production environment.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Civil Roundtable .............................................................................................................................. 2:15—3:15
Presented by Kevin Jackson and Bob Rolle, Bentley Systems with a panel
Anything goes! Ask any and all questions, be it about current workflows or future comings. The panel will do their best to answer.
Knowledge Level: All Users
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ProjectWise / Publishing — Day 1 — Room 3
iModel Composition Server (ICS) ............................................................................................... 9:30—10:30
Presented by David Haskin and Nathan Good, Burns & McDonnell
Learn how the Bentley i-model Composition Server helps boost productivity, improve accuracy, and save time and money by automating the dynamic composition
of PDF and raster project deliverables.
Knowledge Level: All Users

ProjectWise Security .................................................................................................................. 10:45—11:45
Presented by Kevin van Haaren, HNTB
See how HNTB implements ProjectWise security. Learn to avoid the common security mistakes made in ProjectWise. See tricks to make applying security faster
and less error-prone.
Knowledge Level: All Users

ProjectWise with Autodesk Applications ..................................................................................... 1:00—2:00
Presented by Nathan Good, Burns & McDonnell
ProjectWise with Autodesk applications- ProjectWise is great for managing your Bentley projects in a collaborative environment but what do you use to manage
your Autodesk projects? How about ProjectWise? Come see what ProjectWise has to offer for your Autodesk projects. Session will cover AutoCAD, Civil 3D and
Revit.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Managed Workspaces .................................................................................................................... 2:15—3:15
Presented by David Haskin, Burns & McDonnell
In this session, learn how to simplify standards enforcement while working in ProjectWise. Managed Workspaces give the ProjectWise Administrator the ability to
force the correct design and detailing standard when working in MicroStation platform products. Find out what should be included/excluded from a Managed Workspace, how content is imported and configured and how Managed Workspaces are applied to projects in ProjectWise.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Bentley Mobility ............................................................................................................................... 3:30—4:30
Presented by Nathan Good, Burns & McDonnell
Have you been wondering if there is enough business justification to purchase a business tablet? Believe it or not there are many applications that will not only
wow your management but have your production staff wondering how they did their work without them.
Knowledge Level: All Users

ProjectWise / Exhibitors — Day 2 — Room 3
ProjectWise Rules Engine .............................................................................................................. 8:15—9:15
Presented by Marty Price, Burns & McDonnell
Take a look at how the ProjectWise Rules Engine allows you to configure non-linear workflows and help control title block integration.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Kansas DOT Transitioning to Bluebeam Revu ......................................................................... 9:30—10:30
Presented by Scott Marquis and Jonathan Mushock, KDOT
See how KDOT is using Bluebeam for the Digital Plan review process. We will cover topics such as how we were able to purchase Bluebeam, benefits that we
have seen using Bluebeam and our current workflow for using Bluebeam Studio Sessions to produce and participate in electronic plan reviews.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Innovations in Digital Design: How Bluebeam is changing the project lifecycle ................. 10:45—11:45
Presented by Sasha Reed & Lilian Magallanes, Bluebeam Software
Leveraging digital communication throughout the life of a project has become a goal of various design firms. However, deciding which technology to use, understanding what works best for your organization, and actually implementing a solution allowing for design data to be easily shared downstream from the office to the
field remains a challenge. Let us walk you through the ways project teams are digitally collaborating and sharing access through the cloud, maintaining a single
source of truth.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Practical Methods for Establishing Requirements, Extracting Metrics and Evaluating Quality
of LiDAR Data .................................................................................................................................. 1:00—2:00
Presented by Jennifer Triana , Certainty 3D
This presentation demonstrates a very concise, efficient and intuitive process for establishing LiDAR project data requirements, incorporating them into a request
for proposal and assessing data against those requirements. Ultimately, the presentation will clearly show how the requirements on an entire laser scanning project
can be reduced to 10 parameters with each value selected to meet project objectives. Methods and tools to quickly extract these parameters from the data will be
demonstrated on data from a mobile laser scanning project.
Knowledge Level: All Users

No session ....................................................................................................................................... 2:15—3:15
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Utilities — Day 1 — Room 4
Introduction to Subsurface Utilities ............................................................................................ 9:30—10:30
Presented by Robert Garrett, Bentley Systems
In this presentation get a firsthand look at Bentley’s new Subsurface Utility Engineering product. Bentley SUE provides quick and easy tools for modeling underground utilities in 3D. These 3D models can then be used for conflict detection and utility coordination as well as enhance your road and site projects.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Utility Design with GEOPAK ...................................................................................................... 10:45—11:45
Presented by LeLand Rowse, Burns & McDonnell
Draw Ancillary Features is a great tool if you have it setup correct and are receiving a good survey file setup for it. Why spend the time to place all of those utilities
in you profile when all you need to do is run the Draw Ancillary Features tool. Come learn what you will need to do to get this tool to work for you and save valuable
time in your daily process.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Bentley Substation ......................................................................................................................... 1:00—2:00
Presented by John Zwerlein, Bentley Systems
In this presentation you will learn how to take advantage of existing “Brownfield” design files in an intelligent method of substation design. Working with 2D plan
views to build intelligent Asset information and develop conduit routing schedules. We will also look to protection and control diagrams using SEL relays.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Integrating 3D Drainage With Your Corridor Design ................................................................... 2:15—3:15
Presented by Dan Calistrat, DTM Solutions
As the advent of easily-created 3D roadway models become a reality and a requirement, many wind up asking: "Where is the beef?" The 'beef' being the display of
all utilities in 3D. While SUDA is still simmering, you can easily integrate your drainage, water, sewer and miscellaneous utilities into the 3D corridor model. We'll
demonstrate the functionality as well as the necessary steps, workarounds, and tips & tricks.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Future Subsurface Utility Design and Analysis (SUDA) Tech .................................................... 3:30—4:30
Presented by Robert Garrett, Bentley Systems
In this presentation you’ll get a sneak peek into the evolution of storm water design which is coming in Bentley’s Subsurface Utility Design and Analysis (SUDA)
software. SUDA is companion to the already released SUE tools and represents the merger of OpenRoads technology and best of breed hydraulic and hydrology
analysis tools. SUDA will provide the best available H&H design and analysis tools while also providing high resolution 3D models of your drainage networks.
SUDA is completely integrated into the OpenRoads environment.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Plant — Day 2 — Room 4
OpenPlant P&ID Utilization .............................................................................................................8:15—9:15
Presented by Peter Alspaugh, Bentley Systems
In this lecture we will look at the OpenPlant PID application toolset and the many functions and capabilities of this 2D intelligent schematic offering from Bentley.
Knowledge Level: All Users

OpenPlant Modeler—Get a closer look .......................................................................................9:30—10:30
Presented by Peter Alspaugh, Bentley Systems
In this lecture we will look at the OpenPlant Modeler application toolset and the many functions and capabilities of this 3D intelligent modeling offering from Bentley.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Instrumentation and Wiring ......................................................................................................10:45—11:45
Presented by Peter Alspaugh, Bentley Systems
In this lecture we will look at the Bentley Instrumentation and Wiring toolset from Bentley. We will specifically talk about Bentley Raceway and Cable management
offering from Bentley.
Knowledge Level: All Users

i-Models in a Multi-Discipline Design ...........................................................................................1:00—2:00
Presented by Peter Alspaugh, Bentley Systems
In this lecture we will talk about how i-models can be utilized in a multi-discipline environment as well as for use in the design, fabrication and construction environment.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Utilities and Plant Round Table .....................................................................................................2:15—3:15
Presented by Robert Garrett, and Peter Alspaugh, Bentley Systems and a panel
Anything goes! Ask any and all questions, be it about current workflows or future comings. The panel will do their best to answer.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Do you have an idea for a session or vendor? Do you want to be involved in the group?
How about hosting a meeting at your office after hours?
Check with a committee member and see how you can help out!
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Building — Day 1 — Room 5
AECOSim SELECT Series 5 Update ........................................................................................... 9:30—10:30
Presented by Paul Wagner, Bentley Systems
This session is an overview of some of the new features in AECOsim Building Designer SELECT Series 5 release. Demonstrations of the Bentley RFA Interpreter for
using RFA content in AECOsim models, enhancements to the DataGroup Explorer utility and a look at the mechanical Duct Sizer utility.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Customizing Dynamic Views ..................................................................................................... 10:45– 11:45
Presented by Paul Wagner, Bentley Systems
Learn in this session how to apply techniques for incorporating office-drawing standards into the Dynamic View templates in order to optimize drawing production using
AECOsim Building Designer.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Why Hypermodels? ........................................................................................................................ 1:00—2:00
Presented by Paul Wagner, Bentley Systems
How hypermodels can: Make drawings easier to understand and interpret, increase the effectiveness of project communication, lead to better informed decisions, and
make 3D models more reliable, effective and easy to use.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Custom BIM Data and Reporting................................................................................................... 2:15—3:15
Presented by Larry Schmitendorf, Kiewit
The session offers a beginners guide to adding and working with custom AECOsim BIM data associated with model components. We will not only dive into adding
custom data definitions with the Data Definition editor but also attaching the custom data definitions to catalog items in the DataGroup Catalog Editor and generating
custom reports for exporting data to external files. As time allows we will also look at lessons learned about data management and process change management as
information requirements evolve.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Interoperability .............................................................................................................................. 3:30 — 4:30
Presented by Paul Wagner Bentley Systems
Structural/ISM - Integrated Structural Modeling (ISM) comprehensive interoperability methodology for structural information is demonstrated. ISM works with multiple
types of platforms and technologies, including Bentley applications, Autodesk Revit, and Tekla.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Bridges / Structural — Day 2 — Room 5
LEAP Bridge Steel ........................................................................................................................ 8:15 — 9:15
Presented by Steve Willoughby, Bentley Systems
Learn how the new LEAP Bridge Steel software can be used to model, analyze, design and load rate a straight or curved steel I girder bridge. The presentation will
cover the technical capabilities of the products, demonstrate the modeling workflow as well as review the output generated.
Knowledge Level: All Users

GeoStructural Analysis ................................................................................................................ 9:30—10:30
Presented by Steve Willoughby, Bentley Systems
This presentation highlights Bentley GeoStructural Analysis slope stability, retaining wall design, and pile design capabilities that are interconnected with Bentley gINT
to directly incorporate the information from below ground. You will learn to use the Bentley GeoStructural Analysis capacity for the analysis of slope stability in retaining
walls, foundations, and earth dams.
Knowledge Level: All Users

BrIM Products Update ................................................................................................................ 10:45—11:45
Presented by Steve Willoughby, Bentley Systems
In this presentation participants learn the major enhancements made to Bentley’s BrIM portfolio of products that includes LEAP Bridge, RM Bridge, LARS Bridge and
Bentley Rebar. Also learn about enhancements planned for the remainder of the year.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Bentley GeoTechnical for Engineers and Planners ................................................................... 1:00—2:00
Presented by Steve Willoughby, Bentley Systems
All Civil projects should start with a geotechnical study in which Bentley gINT software plays an integral part in collecting, organizing, and managing data. Bentley Civil
software like Power GEOPAK and Power InRoads can then take advantage of the processed data to translate information into elements that can be consumed by Civil
designers in DTMs, soil layer profiles, and volume calculations. You will also learn how to connect gINT geotechnical data to InRoads, GEOPAK, Google Earth,
ArcGIS and GeoWeb Publisher.
Knowledge Level: All Users

Building / Structural / Bridge roundtable ..................................................................................... 2:15—3:15
Presented by Steve Willoughby and Paul Wagner, Bentley Systems with a panel
Anything goes! Ask any and all questions, be it about current workflows or future comings. The panel will do their best to answer.
Knowledge Level: All Users
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Civil Workshops — Day 1 — Room 6
Site Modeling for Commercial Design ...................................................................................... 9:30 — 11:45
Presented by Bob Rolle, Bentley Systems
This entry-level workshop introduces students to site design through a proposed commercial development project. The course focuses upon the use of the new
OpenRoads Modeling tools in Select Series 3 to develop a typical site design project. Users will deal with Terrain Models, Alignments, Building Pads, Civil Cells and
Pond Volumes.

Using and Editing Templates........................................................................................................ 1:00— 4:30
Presented by Kevin Jackson, Bentley Systems
This workshop is to help you meet project specifications by evaluating, verifying and editing templates in and from a “standard” template library. The workshop includes exercises for adding templates, review and editing, testing and more.
For all Bentley civil users.

Platform Workshops — Day 1 — Room 7
Basic Workspace Development ................................................................................................ 9:30 — 11:45
Presented by Dave Mayer, Bentley Systems
In this workshop we’ll take an introductory look at how you might assemble a workspace. We will consider the various components that comprise a workspace, the
integration of custom tools, configuration files, their syntax, and how a workspace is “executed.”

Bentley LiDAR Capabilities (Modeling with Point Clouds) ........................................................ 1:00— 4:30
Presented by Dave Mayer, Bentley Systems
Point clouds are an excellent way to wrap you head around field conditions. MicroStation excels at visualizing this data, but what else can we do with it? In this
workshop get your hands on Bentley tools that take you to the next step. Move beyond simply viewing point clouds. Learn how to transform a mass of points into a
useable surface or terrain model.
For all Bentley civil users.

Rail / Bridge Workshops — Day 1 — Executive Conf. Room
Intelligent Design for Control and Signal Systems using Promis.e .................................... 9:30 — 11:45
Presented by Robert Henderson, Hatch Mott Macdonald
In this workshop Rail Signaling Engineers will learn about automatic design features for cross-referencing; BOM generation; Track Layout; and Drawing Automation
using Bentley Promis-e. This hands on experience will walk you thru the commands that will save design time and provide better accuracy. We will also welcome
Mr. Robert Henderson from Hatch Mott McDonald to answer questions regarding their workflow transformation using Promis-e.

Bridge Modeling for Open Roads Users ...................................................................................... 1:00— 2:45
Presented by Steve Willoughby, Bentley Systems
Roadway designers have taken advantage of 3D modeling for years but they always had issues when trying to use roadway software to model a bridge. This handson training you how to easily create a 3D model of a concrete girder or steel girder bridge using the LEAP Bridge software.
For all Bentley civil users.

Quick Start For Structural Engineers using LEAP Steel Design .............................................. 2:45— 4:30
Presented by Steve Willoughby, Bentley Systems
This hands-on training for the latest Bentley bridge design solution teaches how to use LEAP Bridge Steel to analyze and design straight, curved, and skewed steel
girder bridges.
For all Bentley civil users.

Workshop information:


All workshops are hands-on, and have hand outs, unless otherwise noted.



Check the registration table for open seating and/or cancellations if you are interested in a workshop.
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Civil Workshops — Day 2 — Room 6
OpenRoads: Getting Started..................................................................................................... 8:15 — 11:45
Presented by Chuck Lawson, Bentley Systems
This hands-on workshop empowers casual or new users to get productive in SELECTseries3 more quickly. Learn the Built-In CAD tools and how to navigate the
new civil data file - the DGN. Evaluate civil models, import existing terrains, learn "the rules", directly and intelligently edit designs by click-and-type, build roads,
create corridors, grade building pads and save time with civil cells.

OpenRoads Technology Corridor and Intersection Modeling .................................................. 1:00— 3:30
Presented by Dave Hoerner, Bentley Systems
This hands-on training teaches how to model the roadway corridor and intersection using an existing two lane urban typical section with curb and cutter and sidewalk. The pavement width is controlled by edge of pavement geometry. A T intersection complete with curb returns and side slopes is modeled using a civil cell.
For all Bentley civil users.

Platform Workshops — Day 2 — Room 7
Easily Leverage Raster Data within Your Project .................................................................... 8:15 — 11:45
Presented by Dave Mayer, Bentley Systems
MicroStation offers rich suite of tools for manipulating raster data, but there is even more you can do with Raster data using Descartes. In this workshop, we’ll take a
look at MicroStation’s raster functionality and how Descartes extends that functionality.

MicroStation 101 ............................................................................................................................ 1:00— 3:30
Presented by Jeanne Aarhus, Aarhus Associates
This session is designed to get the beginning MicroStation user off to a good start. Like every new software package, it is essential that you understand how the
software works. Learn to use the interface efficiently, work with views, place and modify basic element types, use reference files, and the basics of printing your
completed design files.
For all Bentley civil users.

Utility Workshops — Day 2 — Executive Conf. Room
QuickStart to Subsurface Utility Modeling (SUE) ................................................................... 8:15 — 11:45
Presented by Robert Garrett, Bentley Systems
This workshop provides instruction in the use of Bentley’s new Subsurface Utility Engineering tools. Import drainage information from GEOPAK Drainage and InRoads S&S creating high resolution 3D models, creating drainage/sanitary models from scratch, editing drainage models, create 3D models of non-drainage utilities
such as water and gas lines and create filters for automated extraction of survey information to 3D utility models.
Knowledge Level: OpenRoads

Advanced Subsurface Modeling .................................................................................................. 1:00— 3:30
Presented by Robert Garrett, Bentley Systems
This workshop provides instruction in the use of Bentley’s new Subsurface Utility Engineering tools. Modeling utility relocations including trenches. Data link to build
utility models from GIS data. Utility Conflict Detection and Management. Utility Reporting and Query tools. How to create utility feature definitions.
Knowledge Level: OpenRoads

Workshop information:


All workshops are hands-on, and have hand outs, unless otherwise noted.



Check the registration table for open seating and/or cancellations if you are interested in a workshop.

Have ideas on how the Community could or should meet going forward?



Are evening sessions once every 3 months something you would like to see?



How about sessions on things you would like to discuss? How about some pizza?



Talk to a committee member, and suggest how you would like the group to move forward
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KEYNOTE SPEECH:
Information modeling ensures the development of intelligent 3D models; sharing of geospatial, LiDAR, and business data; and streamlining design, analysis, and visualization to accurately predict performance, appearance,
and cost. Learn how Bentley's immersive modeling capabilities extend what's possible in infrastructure planning
and design. Discover how our applications integrate asset data that is useful for multiple operational needs, from
inspecting and reporting to capital-project decision making. See how information mobility enables project teams
to readily share information across regions, disciplines, and project lifecycle.

About Keynote speaker:
Robert Mankowski is a Vice President of Product Management at Bentley Systems. He leads the product teams
responsible for Bentley’s MicroStation, Civil Engineering, Water Resources, Geospatial, and Geotechnical product lines. Mr. Mankowski joined Bentley Systems in 2004 when Bentley acquired Haestad Methods, a pioneer in
object-oriented hydraulic analysis software, where he served as Chief Technical Officer. Combined, he has 19
years’ experience in software development and is a co-inventor of seven patented technologies. He graduated
from Drexel University in 1991 with a BS in civil engineering, and is a licensed professional engineer in the state
of California.

Thanks to our presenter’s companies
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Bentley

Substation

ProjectWise with Autodesk applications

Paul Wagner
Bentley

Interoperability

Larry Schmitendorf
Kiewit

Custom BIM data and
reporting

Paul Wagner
Bentley

Why Hypermodels?

Paul Wagner
Bentley

Customizing Dynamic
Views

Paul Wagner
Bentley

AECOsim SS5 update

LUNCH

Leland Rowse
Burns & McDonnell

Kevin van Haaren
HNTB

BREAK

Jack Riley
Burns & McDonnell

Best Practice: Sharing
the Civil Model

Chuck Lawson
Bentley

Utility Design with
GEOPAK

ProjectWise Security

2:00 - 2:15

Instructor

Bridging the Gap be1:00 - 2:00 tween Design and Spatial
Data

11:45 - 1:00

Instructor

10:45 - 11:45

Mastering Element TemBest Practice:Civil Cells
plates

Kevin Jackson
Bentley

John Frampton
Bentley

Instructor

BREAK

Robert Garrett
Bentley

David Haskin,
Nathan Good
Burns & McDonnell

Using LiDAR in Rail
Design

Consistent Drawing
Production with Annotation Scale

9:30 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:45

Introduction to Subsurface Engineering

i-Model Composition
Server

Civil—Site

Platform

Building

Using and Editing Templates
Kevin Jackson
Bentley

Site Modeling for Commercial Design
Bob Rolle
Bentley

Civil Workshops

Keynote Speaker – Bob Mankowski, VP, Simulation Product Management

8:15 - 9:15

Utilities

Welcome—Nathan Good, Chairperson

8:00 - 8:15

ProjectWise \
Publishing

Registration

7:15 - 8:00

Intelligent Design for
Control and Signal
systems (Promis*e)
Robert Henderson
Hatch Mott MacDonald

Rail \ Bridge
Workshops

Bridge Modeling for
Bentley LiDAR Capabili- OpenRoads Users and
ties (Modeling with Point
QuckStart for LEAP
Clouds)
Steel
2 workshops,
1:45 in length
Dave Mayer
Steve Willoughby
Bentley
Bentley

Basic Workspace Development
Dave Mayer
Bentley

Platform Workshops

Conference Matrix – Day 1— Tuesday, August 5, 2014
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Panel

Instructor

Panel

4:30

Game & Giveaways

Panel

Steve Willoughby
Bentley

OpenRoads: Getting
Started
Chuck Lawson
Bentley

Civil Workshops

Quickstart: OpenRoads
Technology Corridor and
Intersection Modeling
Dave Hoerner
Building/Structural/Bridge
Bentley
Utilities/Plant Roundtable
Roundtable

Peter Alspaugh
Bentley

Instructor

BREAK

No Session

BREAK

Jennifer Triana,
Certainty 3D

Elections, Game & Giveaways

Kevin Jackson,
Bob Rolle
Bentley

Steve Willoughby
Bentley

Lunch Time

Peter Alspaugh
Bentley

BrIM Products Update

Practical Methods for
Establishing Requirei-Models in a Multi Disci- Bentley Geotechnical for
ments, Extracting Metrics
pline Environment
Engineers and Planners
and Evaluating Quality of
LiDAR Data

Sasha Reed and Lililan
Magallanes, Bluebeam

Instrumentation and
Wiring

Steve Willoughby
Bentley

GeoStructural Analysis

Steve Willoughby
Bentley

LEAP Bridge Steel

Bridge\ Structural

3:30 - 4:30

3:15 - 3:30

Platform Roundtable

2:15 - 3:15

Civil Roundtable

Instructor

2:00 - 2:15

Chuck Lawson
Bentley

Dave Mayer
Bentley

1:00 - 2:00

Jason Harkless
Parsons

The Power of Civil Cells

Setting Up SS3 Civil
Workspaces

Jeanne Aarhus
Aarhus & Associates

MicroStation TIPniques

MicroStation, Descartes
and Pointools

11:45 - 1:00

Instructor

10:45 - 11:45

Innovations in Digital
Design: How Bluebeam
is changing the project
lifecycle

BREAK

Peter Alspaugh
Bentley

Scott Marquis, Jonathan
Mushock - KDOT

Kevin Jackson
Bentley

Jim Smith
Burns & McDonnell

Instructor

10:30 - 10:45

OpenPlant Modeler

KDOT: Transitioning to
Bluebeam Revu

Rail Design Overview

Peter Alspaugh
Bentley

Merge your rendered
Model with Site Photo's

BREAK

Marty Price
Burns & McDonnell

P&ID

Plant

Registration

9:30 - 10:30

9:15 - 9:30

Kevin Jackson
Bentley

Darrin Dickerson
Burns & McDonnell

Instructor

ProjectWise Rules
Engine

Best Practice: Corridor
Modeling

ProjectWise\ Exhibitors

Linear Civil

Interoperability

Platform

8:15 - 9:15

7:30 - 8:15

Utilities Workshop

MicroStation 101
Jeanne Aarhus
Aarhus Associates

Advanced Subsurface
Modeling (SUE)
Robert Garrett
Bentley

Easily Leverage Raster QuickStart to Subsurface
Data within your Project Utlilty Modeling (SUE)
Dave Mayer
Robert Garrett
Bentley
Bentley

Platform Workshops

Conference Matrix – Day 2— Wednesday, August 6, 2014
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Presenter Biographies
COMMITTEE MEMBERS / SPEAKERS
Nathan Good - Burns & McDonnell—Chairperson
Nathan is a Senior Application Specialist at Burns & McDonnell
supporting, licensing, and implementing engineering applications.
Nathan has over 11years experience in the AEC industry and
enjoys speaking at engineering conferences and user groups.
Nathan has been involved with MACC for 8 years and is currently
serving as the Chairperson. Nathan believes participating in the
local user group is one of the smartest things you can do for your
career.
Kim Jackson, P.E. — University of Kansas—Vice Chairperson
Kim is currently a Doctoral Student at the University of Kansas.
Her experience includes over 16 years in site development as
well as transportation design. She has a Bachelor of Science
Civil Engineering from Mississippi State University (1995) and a
Master of Civil Engineering from the University of Kansas (2009).
Kim is a registered professional engineer as well as a LEED AP
BD+C
Frank Nelson — Treasurer
Frank has over 35 years of professional experience including all
phases of civil and environmental projects. In his prior position at
Burns & McDonnell he used MicroStation and GEOPAK to
design streets, highways, roadways and 80-acres of underground parking garages in Dohaland, Qatar. He has been a
member of the local Bentley User Community for 12 years.
Kevin van Haaren—HNTB— Committee Member / Web Master
Kevin has worked at HNTB for the past 18 years, first in MicroStation support then with ProjectWise systems. He currently is
the corporate ProjectWise Administrator. He's been the webmaster for previous and past Bentley community groups for 8 years.
Shawn Foster—Black & Veatch—Advisor & Committee Member
Shawn is the Commercial Technology Operations Manager in the
Energy Division of Black & Veatch. He has worked with many
Design Technology solutions for more than 28 years. Shawn is a
charter member of TMC and a founding member of past and
present Bentley User groups in the Kansas City area. He is a
regional, national and now internationally known speaker on the
AEC Industry
David Haskin - Burns & McDonnell —Committee Member
David is a Senior Applications Specialist for Burns & McDonnell
with over 20 years of experience. He is responsible for maintaining their Bentley platform, Structural analysis packages, ProjectWise, licensing, software packaging and training.
Jack Riley - Burns & McDonnell — Committee Member
Jack is an Applications Specialist at Burns & McDonnell. He is
responsible for supporting and maintaining engineering applications such as Bentley and Autodesk as well as various GIS
applications. Jack currently has 11 years of experience with the
past 8 being in a support/CADD admin role.
Rex Kraus—Kansas DOT— Committee Member
Rex has 16 years of experience supporting, programming and
designing with MicroStation and GEOPAK. He currently is an
Engineering Technician Specialist for KDOT Bureau of Design
Road Section as a member of the CAD Support Staff. Rex has
been a member of the local Bentley User group for many years.
Dan Wright—TranSystems—Committee Member
Dan is currently a Senior Designer and Project Manager for the
Kansas City office. His experience includes more than 34 years
as a member of the TranSystems site/utilities team and CADD
Manager for the Kansas City office. Dan is a charter member of
TMC and one of the founders of past and present Bentley User
groups in the Kansas City area.
Robert Eckdahl—TranSystems—Committee Member
Robert is the Design Support Services Manager at TranSystems .
His team is responsible to provide application development,
implementation, support and licensing for the company’s operational areas.
Kirk Reh— Connect Integration—Committee Member
Kirk is a retired civil engineer, formerly with Connect Integration.

He provided training and CADD consulting services for MicroStation and GEOPAK users in the Kansas City area. He is a civil
engineering graduate from the University of Kansas.
Sarah Maun—Parsons—Committee Member
Sarah Maun is a Principal Designer with Parsons. Her current
responsibilities include 3D modeling of roadway design-build
projects using InRoads and MicroStation. Sarah has over 14
years of experience in civil engineering design, production, and
LiDAR technology, on projects including highway, municipal, site
development, rail, bridge, and design-build.
Greg Harris—Burns & McDonnell —Committee Member
Greg is an Electrical Detailer for Transmission and Distribution
at Burns & McDonnell. He has 23 years of AEC experience. Greg
has been active in the user group since its inception and a
committee member for two years.
Miguel Cepeda—Burns & McDonnell —Committee Member
Miguel Cepeda is a Bentley certified instructor, who has conducted various CAD training sessions in the New York, Seattle and
Kansas City metro area. Currently, he serves as a senior CAD
and engineering applications specialist for Burns & McDonnell.
Ben Swanson-Chrisman—Black & Veatch—Committee Member
Ben is a Design Technologist at Black and Veatch, focusing on
site and underground utilities using InRoads and Open Plant
Modeler. Previously, he was a design technician performing
road, site and underground utility design.
Calex Gonzalez, P.E.—HDR, Inc.—Committee Member
Calex is the Engineering BIM lead for HDR, Inc. In this role, he is
helping HDR develop standards for, and make the transition to
using, BIM for all of our horizontal projects. Previously, he was a
senior highway engineer and project manager for 15 years. He is
a Professional Engineer with a BS in Civil Engineering from the
University of Alaska-Anchorage.
Steven Litzau, P.E. —TranSystems— Committee Member
Steve has over ten years of experiencing in engineering design
working on road and site projects. As a Senior Design Support
Services Administrator, Steve provides a full spectrum of support
to users ranging from software licensing to application troubleshooting. He holds a B.S. in Civil Engineering from Colorado
State University.
Mike Hancock—Burns & McDonnell
Mike is currently an Application Specialist supporting Intergraph
products for Burns & McDonnell. He is a 2003 graduate of the
University of Central Missouri. Prior to his role in CADD software
administration he spent 6 years working as an engineering
technician in the highway design group for HNTB.
Shane Mitchell—Allenbrand & Drews

VOLUNTEER SPEAKERS
Ashley Reinkemeyer, P.E. – MoDOT
Ashley obtained a Bachelor’s of Science in Civil Engineering from
the University of Missouri-Columbia in May of 2006. She began
work at the Missouri Department of Transportation in June of
2006. As the CADD Support Engineer, she is the project manager for the implementation and training of SS3 for MoDOT.
Bill Politte – MoDOT
Bill is a CADD Support Analyst for the Missouri Department of
Transportation, and has worked for the Design Division since
1997. Bill has been working in the CADD Support Center located
in Jefferson City, where he has been supporting and training
MoDOT engineers and designers in GEOPAK from the Typical
Section Generator Criteria days to the SS2 Roadway Designer
tools and beyond.
Bradley McCloud, RLS– MoDOT
Bradley is a Professional Land Surveyor with combined experience in route, office, construction, and boundary surveying that
encompasses almost 18 years. He is currently the Survey
Liaison Coordinator for the Missouri Department of Transportation. He is the lead contact for department on all surveying
matters.

Chad Green – MoDOT
Chad is a Senior CADD Support Specialist with MoDOT where he
serves a department expert in CADD applications (MicroStation,
ProjectWise, and Descartes) for MoDOT. He has also held positions
in the Bridge Division and Central District Design at MoDOT. Chad
has been working for MoDOT for 15 years.
Darrin Dickerson - Burns & McDonnell
Darrin has been at Burns & McDonnell for sixteen years and has
worked as an Applications Specialist and before that as a Mechanical Detailer. Darrin is responsible for the development and deployment of engineering applications. Darrin's primary focus is with the
plant and process applications.
Jason Harkless, P.E. - Parsons
Jason has been working as a registered Civil Engineer in the transportation sector for the past 17 years. For the past 9 years he has
been providing firm-wide support for various CAD/CAE applications,
including MicroStation, I/Plot, InRoads, GEOPAK and ProjectWise.
Jeanne Aarhus – Aarhus Associates
Jeanne is known for keeping her training sessions fast-moving and
fun. She is a nationally-known speaker and expert in CAD and
presents seminars and workshops on CAD productivity for managers
and users in both corporations and colleges. She has more than 25+
years of experience in production drafting, user support, standards
coordination, programming, and training in various CAD applications.
Jeanne is an independent consultant offering training and implementation services.
Jonathan Mushock – KDOT
Jonathan has worked at KDOT for the past 10 years for the Bureau
of Transportation Safety and Technology supporting MicroStation,
ProjectWise and Bluebeam. Jonathan has 10 years of and CADD
experience.
Larry Schmitendorf – Kiewit
Larry currently works for Kiewit Power Constructors as an IT Coordinator/Structural Estimator developing BIM solutions for the structural
estimating team. He has 28 years of experience in the engineering
field as a designer creating detailed plans and drawings for various
projects and disciplines.
LeLand Rowse – Burns & McDonnell
LeLand is a Senior Underground Transmission Designer back with
Burns & McDonnell and has been working there for 10 years in there
Transmission and Distribution division designing high voltage
underground transmission projects. Previously, LeLand spent time at
other engineering consulting firms and a Bentley technology integrator.
Marty Price - Burns & McDonnell
Marty is a Senior Application Specialist at Burns & McDonnell and
has worked with CADD for over 25 years. First as a technician
doing civil and structural work, then moved into MicroStation administration training/support for 12 years and then 10 years ago moved
into doing ProjectWise. He currently is the corporate ProjectWise
Administrator supporting over 100 projects and 4000 users in
ProjectWise.
Scott Marquis – KDOT
Scott has worked at KDOT for the past 14 years in Road Design,
Structures and Geotechnical Services. Scott is currently supporting
MicroStation, GEOPAK and Bluebeam for the Structures and
Geotechnical Unit. Scott has 23 years of MicroStation and CADD
experience.
Dan Calistrat, P.E. – DTM Solutions
Dan Calistrat is old enough to have been practicing engineering for
22 years from his home in Austin Texas. Founded in 2003, DTM
Solutions collaborates across the globe with all-size companies to
make their transition and integration into civil engineering software
as seamless and profitable as possible. Previously, Dan was with
GEOPAK Corporation, and is a licensed PE in 6 states.
Robert Henderson – Hatch Mott MacDonald
Robert Henderson is a graduate from Mohawk College where he
completed the Electrical Engineering Technician/Power program.
He is registered as a Certified Technician with the Ontario Association of Certified Engineering Technicians and Technologists
(OACETT). He has over 9 year's experience working in the Consulting Engineering Industry as a Signal Designer at Hatch Mott MacDonald (HMM) and an Electrical Designer at P.B. Engineering Inc.
covering all types of projects associated with the industrial, commercial, and institutional sectors.

Special thanks to
Leanna Laughlin, Danielle
Chmelewski, Dan Eng and all
of the Bentley Team
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Bentley and Exhibitor Biographies / Tuesday Evening Event Information
Bob Rolle, P.E. – Application Engineer
Bob is a registered professional engineer in the state of Kansas. A member of the Bentley team
as a Civil Application Engineer for the Transportation & Local Infrastructure group, Bob previously worked for the Kansas Department of Transportation as a project engineer and for a consultant firm as Design Support Systems Engineer position focusing on providing Civil and Architectural resources, support, and training for the corporation.
Chuck Lawson, P.E. – Bentley
Chuck has over 24 years in the engineering industry with a wide range of experience as a
Professional Engineer. Chuck has worked with Bentley Systems for over 14 years. He has been
heavily involved assisting State agencies in the implementation of Bentley products. Most
recently Chuck has been aiding and providing advanced customization support with a specialization in V8i (SELECTseries 3) workspace development and training.
Dave Mayer-- Application Engineer
Dave is a senior consultant for Bentley Systems. With experience in Automotive Industrial, AE
services, collegiate instruction and in the reseller channel, he has several decades of experience
in the CAD world. His responsibilities at Bentley include client education, custom programming,
and consulting.
John Frampton – Bentley
John, MicroStation Product Manager, works with AEC focused users worldwide to bring functionality to market that assists their workflows. John started using MicroStation with release 3.0,
over 20 years ago. He has worked for various ENR 500 engineering firms on project ranging
from large roadway design to small site developments. He worked as an instructor at the corporate level and trained user at some of the top ENR 500 firms. With his role as a product manager John continues to travel and meet with users to understand their workflow and industry trends
that are occurring.
Kevin Jackson – Bentley
Kevin graduated from Auburn University in 1986 with a bachelor’s degree in Construction Management and then graduated from the University of Alabama Huntsville with a bachelor’s degree
in Civil Engineering. Kevin has had many positions at Intergraph and Bentley which includes,
software testing, technical support, marketing, development, and application engineer and is
currently the Technical Director for civil products in North America.

Tuesday Evening’s event
6:00 pm—9:00 pm
Dinner, Drinks, and Fun!
This year’s evening event is hosted by Altiva and will be held on Tuesday Evening at the Burns
& McDonnell Commons, 9400 Ward Parkway
Transportation to this event will be provided. A 24-person coach will drive back and forth from
the Overland Park Convention Center and the Burns & McDonnell Commons approximately every
30 minutes.

Dinner will include:
Main Courses:
Black & Bleu Sliders, Buffalo Chicken Sliders, Brandy BBQ Pork Slider
Accompaniments:
Homemade Potato Chips, Vegetable Crudités
Desert:
Mini Cookies
Drinks, including wine, beer, sodas, and water are included.

Trivia Night!
Trivia Night: During the evening, those wanting to participate will divide into teams of four. The
trivia night will be 6 rounds. The team with the most correct questions answered at the end of the
night will be declared the winner!
Trivia will be general trivia, pop culture, general knowledge, sports, science, industry, music...it
could be anything!
Prizes for the individual round winners and for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams.

Paul Wagner – LEARNservices Consultant
Paul Wagner is a Senior BIM Consultant in the Bentley LEARNservices group. Paul has been
with Bentley for eight years, with six years of service in the Building Professional Services
conducting training and coaching workshops and two years in the LEARNservices group, previous experience includes seventeen years of MicroStation use, training and support in an A/E
firm. Paul’s BIM expertise includes AECOsim Building Designer and its progenitor BIM applications and experience with MicroStation, Bentley Navigator and ProjectWise Explorer. Paul’s
focus is training, including distance learning and on–site training for all aspects of AECOsim
Building Designer and other Bentley applications.
Peter Alspaugh - Application Engineer
Peter has 12+ years in the offshore oil gas as well as gas transmission engineering field. He
began working for a consulting firm as a piping designer. Later he worked his way to a lead
piping designer where he also was handed the role of CADD administrator. He is now working
for Bentley Systems Inc. as an application engineer for the Plant group.

Raffle for a “Big Prize!”
Directions from the Convention Center to Tuesday night Event at
Burns & McDonnell Commons
9400 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO
Lamar Avenue or Nall Avenue North from the Convention Center. Turn Right (East) on 95 St.
Continue past State Line Road to Summit Street (first light after State Line). Turn left, down the
hill to Ward Parkway. Turn Right (one way), and take first right into entrance.
Park in visitor parking

Dave Hoerner — Engineering Consultant / Course instructor
Dave has over 20 years of combined experience in Civil Engineering and CADD management.
Dave holds a B.S. degree in Computer Science, and his primary responsibilities involve providing
services for State Agencies using GEOPAK including Template Library development, HTML
documentation for Roadway Designer, and standards migration to the latest Bentley Civil Technologies.
Steve Willoughby – Bentley
Steve started his career working for Illinois DOT. He began working for GEOPAK Corp. in 1995.
He has worked in the Bridge Information Modeling Group since its inception providing consulting,
training, and support services. He has nearly 30 years of experience in using, implementing,
training, and supporting civil engineering design software. He has worked with over 2 dozen
DOT’s and countless engineering firms in his time with Bentley Systems.
John Zwerlein – Bentley
John has spent his entire 25 year career in the electrical CAD/CAE industry. He began in a
startup company that developed promis•e electrical design software and distributed it worldwide.
Later, he became an entrepreneur, participating in the development of an electrical design tool
on top of AutoCAD that eventually became AutoCAD Electrical. He continues forward with his
electrical colleagues at Bentley Systems in the development of Bentley Substation, promis•e, and
Bentley Raceway and Cable Management.
Jennifer Triana – Certainty 3D
Jennifer received a BS Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Central Florida
in 2007. She is currently the LiDAR Software Specialist at Certainty 3D where she provides
training on TopoDOT for point cloud processing. Her current position as well as her previous
work at Riegl USA has given her more than 8 years of experience in LIDAR collection and
processing.
Lilian Magallanes – Bluebeam Software
Lilian has eight years of facilities experience and five years of construction management experience in both private and public projects. Currently in her role as Industry Specialist at Bluebeam
Software, she works alongside the Account Services team in providing industry knowledge and
workflow solutions to the AEC community. In her previous role as a BIM Coordinator for the Los
Angeles Community College District, her team identified technologies and applications of BIM
and challenged the industry to deliver buildings through the use of modeling standards, collaboration, and quality assurance. In addition, she served as a Bentley ProjectWise administrator,
iModel composer, and Navigator support.

Summit Street

“Commons”

Sasha Reed – Bluebeam Software
Sasha Reed has over 10 years of experience working directly in the architecture, engineering
and construction (AEC) market. As Director of Strategic Alliances, Sasha interacts directly with
AEC industry leaders to better understand the long-range goals of the industry and help guide
Bluebeam’s technologies. Before Bluebeam, Sasha was a Project Manager for M3, a Herman
Miller dealer, where she learned ﬁrsthand the challenges faced by the AEC industry from project
conception to completion. Sasha studied Communications and Visual Arts at Hawai'i Paciﬁc
University.

Bannister Road
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Wornall Road

Main Entrance from Ward Parkway —
Parking Available in front for those who drive

Thanks to our Exhibitors and Sponsors

Take time to stop by their booths
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MACC—Mid-America
CADD Community
Since its inception, The Mid-America CADD Community (MACC), a chapter of The Bentley User Group has been dedicated to the professional development of its members by providing opportunities for education and information sharing. This two day conference is devoted to increasing productivity of your user base, thus increasing productivity.

Executive Members
Chairman:
Nathan Good
ngood@burnsmcd.com

Vice Chair:
Kimberly Jackson
ksjackson09@gmail.com

Treasurer:
Frank Nelson
Burns & McDonnell
fnelson3482@everestkc.net

Committee Members:
Rex Kraus
Kansas D.O.T.
kraus@ksdot.org
Dan Wright
TranSystems
dwright@transystems.com
Jack Riley
Burns & McDonnell
jriley@burnsmcd.com
David Haskin
Burns & McDonnell
dhaskin@burnsmcd.com

Robert Eckdahl
TranSystems
rdeckdahl@transystems.com

Mike Hancock
Burns & McDonnell
mhancock@burnsmcd.com

Shawn Foster
Black and Veatch
fosters@bv.com

Shane Mitchell
Allenbrand-Drews
mitchell@allenbrand-drews.com

Sarah Maun
Parsons
Sarah.maun@parsons.com

Steven Litzau
TranSystems
splitzau@transystems.com

Greg Harris
Burns & McDonnell
gharris@burnsmcd.com

Advisors:

Miguel Cepeda
Burns & McDonnell
mcepeda@burnsmcd.com
Ben Swanson-Chrisman
Black & Veatch
Swanson-ChrismanBD@bv.com
Calex Gonzalez
HDR, Inc
Calex.gonzalez@hdrinc.com
Larry Schmitendorf
Kiewit Power Corporation
Larry.schmitendorf@kiewit.com

Danielle Chmelewski
Bentley Systems, Incorporated
Danielle.Chmelewski@bentley.com
Leanna Laughlin
Bentley Systems, Incorporated
Leanna.Laughlin@bentley.com
Dan Eng
Bentley Systems, Incorporated
Dan.eng@bentley.com

Webmaster:
Kevin van Haaren
The HNTB Companies
kvanhaaren@hntb.com

If you see a committee member or contributor to the conference,
ensure you thank them for their efforts.
www.midamericacadd.org ● 520 West 103rd Street, #304 ● Kansas City, MO 64114
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